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2018 IN REVIEW
Buyers finding better value

The 2018 property market began under pressure
and finishes the year under assault. Just as
numerous factors combined to send the market over
50% higher between 2012 and early 2017, a perfect
storm of events is now pushing the market lower.

Banking Royal Commission – the behaviour of
the banking system was and is still being laid bare
at the royal commission. As the media, public and
politicians were all ‘enlightened’ into the culture that
has permeated the financial services industry, the
concept of throwing money at the public so they
could buy expensive real estate suddenly became
seriously uncool.
Australia suddenly realised it was adopting similar
practices that caused major real estate crashes
in property markets around the world 10 years
ago. Examples of the behaviour were loose credit
approvals (Westpac were fined $32 million for not
scrutinising home loans properly), lending to people
who were unlikely to be able to pay the loan back
in a downturn and mortgage brokers that fudged
applications in a systematic fashion.

13 Morgan Street, Petersham sold during a very successful
sales campaign with 73 enquiries being made.

An important caveat though is to keep in mind the
market is now ‘falling back to fundamental value’ it
is not ‘falling from fundamental value’. This point has
been overlooked in the sensational commentary that
has accompanied the downturn. A correction was
always coming given the major contributing factor
of the housing boom was debt - cheap, easy credit.
To fully understand and hopefully anticipate the
market, it is worth identifying the factors that
influenced the market.

The first hint of the widespread nature of the cavalier
lending was a report in January 2018 by UBS. It
highlighted that up to 30% of the property market
was made up of liar loans. The simplest explanation
of a liar loan is a home loan application where
the borrower overstates their likely income and/or
understates their likely expenses to the financial
institution, in order to gain the loan approval and/or
a higher dollar amount.
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BEFORE BUYING...
Avoiding the pitfalls when purchasing a home.

Buying a home is one of the biggest steps most
of us take in life so it’s important to make sure
you avoid some of the pitfalls. Here are some
tips for those venturing out to buy a property.
Buying What You Want Instead of What
You Need
There are two kinds of buyers: those who buy
what they want, and those who buy what they
need. The public world of materialism is often a
private world of financial stress. Do you really
need four or five bedrooms? Do you need to live
in the “best” area? You can buy a better home
in a less expensive – and less prestigious area.
What’s more important? Struggling to maintain
an image of wealth or living safely within your
means? Most buyers could save tens, possibly
hundreds of thousands of dollars by buying what
they need instead of what they want.
Losing Money with Auctions
While you can often buy at a lower price with
auctions, your challenge is discovering the
truth about the likely selling price. At auctions,
thousands of home buyers lose money through
legal and inspection costs for homes they never
had a chance of buying. When they realise they
have been tricked it breaks their hearts. Auctions
can be deceitful and cruel.
Unless you know what you are doing, it may be
best to do what many buyers do – forget about
buying at auction.
Get INDEPENDENT Inspections and
Advice
It is essential for your financial and emotional well
being that you obtain an independent building
inspection report. Be sure you discover any major
faults before you buy the home. The biggest
word to remember is the word “independent”.
Be wary of using anyone recommended by the
agent. Some agents receive kickbacks from
advisors they recommend.
Also, be sure to get legal advice before you sign

anything. It is madness to make one of the biggest
financial decisions of your life without independent
advice. If in doubt about the price, consider obtaining
a valuation. The hundreds of dollars you spend could
easily save you thousands of dollars. Spend it.
Being Too Quick or Too Slow
The right time to buy a home is when you find the
right home at a price you can afford. This can happen
on the first day you start looking or it can take weeks,
even months, of painstaking effort. Don’t hesitate
to buy if you find the right home, but also, don’t be
pushed into making a hasty decision. No matter what
you might think, you will always find another home.
Take the time to make sure everything feels right and
that everything checks out. Whenever this happens,
be it on the first day or after several weeks, it is then
the right time to buy.
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Once the clampdown on such practices occurred,
speculative money that was driving the market to
higher highs suddenly dried up.
APRA credit restrictions – as the year
carried on, the credit restrictions became tighter.
Most people readily accepted cavalier practices
by bankers had to be stamped out. The extent of
the restrictions APRA imposed on the retail banks
caught many by surprise though. Examples include
overtime not being included in loan applications
(or only a fraction of it), a real reluctance to
offer bridging finance and forensic review of the
respective applicants spending habits.
Buyers are reporting they have formal loan offers
from banks withdrawn or the loan amount reduced
in order to meet the new lending standards. The
lending standards were so tough many existing
homeowners would not be able to buy their current
home back again, if they were to buy under the
current credit conditions.
Investors who took out interest only loans were
also targeted as APRA aims to make ‘Principal and
Interest’ loans compulsory in place of ‘Interest only’
loans.
In the words of UBS’ Jonathon Mott, the risk of
a credit squeeze becoming a credit crunch was
becoming increasingly likely.
On November 6, after the RBA’s board meeting,
they reassured us that house prices were ‘easing’.
In a major speech on November 20, RBA Governor
Phillip Lowe signalled he viewed lending as having
gone from too easy to too tight.
The RBA reportedly cautioned the treasurer Josh
Frydenberg against over reacting to the interim

report from the Banking Royal Commission and
ensure that credit still flowed to avoid a crunch.
Late in the year, it seems that policy makers became
increasingly aware that confidence in the property
market had been seriously damaged.
Buyer sentiment – an interesting phenomenon
of the first 6 months of 2018 was the robust buyer
sentiment. Inspection numbers and enquiries per
property were fairly good. As banks began to tighten
further, we saw clearance rates drop sharply and
available stock on market increase. The media
headlines explaining the risks in the market were
constant and relelentless. This fed into the down
turn in buyer sentiment in the second half of 2018.
There is good underlying demand in buyer’s interest
in property. Any relief in credit conditions could see
a quick rebound in buyer sentiment.
Stock levels – during the boom, listings on market
were at all time low levels which fed into the buyer
frenzy. Interestingly, the clearance rates began to fall
on fairly tight stock levels in the first half of 2018. By
spring, as stock levels surged and clearance rates
dropped further, stock levels went to a 10 year high.
The positive side of this excess stock for buyers
is they were faced with some of the best buying
conditions of the last 5 years… provided they were
able to secure funding.
Apartment supply – the mass of brand new
apartments under construction have now completed
and hit the sales & rental markets respectively.
First home buyers are now facing the best buying
conditions since 2008 as prices come down at a
time that interest rates are at record lows.
SQM Research’s Louis Christopher recently joined
us to discuss the 2018 property market in depth.
You can watch the interview at:
www.harrispartners.com.au

PROPERTY AND THE
DANGERS OF A DIGITAL
FOOTPRINT
Article by Andrew Trim. Author of Real Estate Dangers

Before the Internet, properties were primarily
marketed via newspaper advertisements,
signs and in agents’ windows. These
mediums had a remarkable and often
overlooked advantage over modern forms
of advertising – they left no easily traceable
marketing or sales history (a digital footprint).
There is an old saying ‘nothing is as useless
as yesterday’s newspapers’. In the newspaper
age, an owner could dip their toe in to test the
waters. If they didn’t like the result, they would
take the property off the market or reduce
the price. Without a digital footprint, there
was very little long-term harm to the value of
the property. The marketplace quickly forgot.
Conversely, the Internet remembers
everything and forgets nothing.
Properties advertised in Australia appear largely on
two majors: realestate.com.au and domain.com.
au. CoreLogic, the parent company of RP Data
and the largest supplier of property information in
Australia, receives routine advertising and known
property information from both sites, resulting
in an easily accessible pool of information.

a crooked, worn sign in the front yard. Once removed, these two signals faded quickly from
the marketplace’s collective memory. An owner
could have another attempted in twelve months
and few would remember the previous attempt.
Now - the Internet creates a digital
footprint, a record of a property’s
advertising and pricing history for all
to see.
A digital footprint intensifies the
posed by an extended marketing

Significant long-term damage occurs to the property’s recorded history and eventual selling price if it is
launched onto the main real estate portals at an inflated price and does not sell. As a rule, the price of a
property drops if it is viewed more but not purchased.
One click on realestate.com.au will lead a user to
the number of page visits, giving a buyer an early
idea of a property’s time on market and desirability.
Has it sold in the past and for how much? Did the
property get passed in at auction? Why hasn’t it
sold? Is there a reason why so many people looked
at this property and not bought it? Why has it been
withdrawn from sale? The answers to these questions always increase a buyer’s negotiating power.

Why should this be a concern for property owners?
Before the Internet, the only indication a property had been on the market for an extended period was a faded card in a real estate window or

danger
period.

There is wealth of knowledge, provided at the click of a mouse. In
negotiation, knowledge is power.

